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Frat Officers Arc Held
'Hostage" by Tri-Delta
by Gina Letellier
Senior Staff Writer
Last Thursday evening the offi-
cers of Trinity's fraternities and a
sorority were "held hostage" by
the sisters of Tri-Delta sorority.
The Tri- Delta sisters invited the
officers to their house at 66 Ver-
non Street for a supposed dinner
meeting. The purpose of this meet-
ing was said to have been a discus-
sion of the upcoming review of the
fraternity system by the Trinity
College Trustees. Once the guests
arrived, the true purpose of the
meeting was exposed.
According to Pi Kappa Alpha's
vice-president Jeff Durmer, once
the guests were inside, the doors
were closed and an announcement
was made that no one could leave
until Tri-Delta's missing (or stolen)
items were returned. No one ad-
mitted to have stolen the items.
"It was really not a big deal,"
Durmer said. Durmer also said that
the sorority was missing its ban-
ner, flag, and some "important pa-
pers."
A spokesman from Alpha Chi
Rho said that they were told to
come by 6 p.m. to discuss the
Fraternity Review in the spring.
Once all the guest had assembled,
they were told that they wen;
;,yit4J Tri-jpelta's items
were returned. After denying Al-
pha Chi Rho's involvement, the
Crow representative went up-
stairs and got out. He told The
Tripod that "[they] wanted a little
fun on a Thursday," and repeated
that Alpha Chi Rho was not re-
sponsible.
Alpha Delta Phi's spokesman
called the whole thing "clever" and
"amusing." When asked to com-
ment on the incident he said, "I
don't want to say anything. I don't
feel qualified."
Christina Williamson, president
of Tri-Delta said "basically, why
we did it was because our most
valuable possession was stolen. We
thought that if we kidnapped the
officers their brothers would show
up and return our stuff." They held
most of the officers for two hours.
Williamson refused to comment on
what was missing.
According to Williamson, the
president of Alpha Delta Phi got
away and then "stormed" back to
the house with approximately 20
brothers. They entered the house
and evacuated the other guests.
Williamson said "contrary to pop-
ular belief, the the house did not
get trashed." Although Tri-Delta
did not get their missing goods
back, they know who has them.
"All we were trying to do was
get our stuff back," Williamson
stated. As Phi Kappa Alpha's pres-
ident stated, "everyone is missing
stuff — big stuff." As one brother
said, "it was a fun tiling and al-
though nothing1 was accomplished,
it was a good idea."
Yet, underlying the whole prank
was the seriousness of the Board
of Trustees meeting in May. Some
fraternity members, though, pre-
fering to remain anonymous to
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Margaret "Shug" Avery, star of the acclaimed Color Purple, ap-
peared Thursday night before a large audience in the Cave.
Color Purple's
Avery Speaks
on Self-worth
by Jody Rolnick
Staff Writer
When she first appeared in the
screenplay version of Alice Walk-
er's "The Color Purple," her dress
clung tightly to her mighty body.
She had a brilliant peacock feather
in her hat which wilted under the
weight of the rain. She laughed
heartily at the ugliness of the world
around her, for she was beautiful.
She was a high-rolling, belting
blues singer. She was called "Shug
Avery." And she was drunk.
When she appeared in Mather
Campus Center at Trinity last
Thursday night, her sweater hung
loosely around her petite body. She
had shoulder-length hair which
bounced freely as she moved her
head. She laughed lightheartedly
as she addressed her audience. She
is now an accomplished actress and
singer. She is called "Margaret"
Avery. And although she is "dry"
these days, she is still high, but
this time on herself.
continued on page 8
protect their groups, felt that the
hoax could damage uniting the
various fraternities at a time when
its most important. "I thought the
idea of tlie njeeting' between the
presidents was a great idea," one
representative said, "it's too bad
that the meeting didn't actually
come off and we went back to some
old, silly fraternity/sorority
games,"
U.S. Lacks Knowledge
00 Apartheid Issue
Crowe Proposes Disarmament
by Judy Sandford
Senior Staff Writer
Frances Crowe, political activist
and educator, spoke in the Alumni
Lounge last Wednesday on the
topic of "The Role of Nuclear
Weapons and Human Rights
around the World." The event was
sponsored by several organiza-
tions on campus including: The
Women's Center, Mather Campus
Center, American Studies, Wom-
en's Studies, ICS, Political Science
department, Modern Languages
department, and TWO.
Judith Branzburg of the Wom-
en's Center gave an introduction
describing Crowe's background.
Crowe a Northampton, Mass., res-
ident is a "tireless and courageous
woman," she said. In past years,
she was an anti-Vietnam protes-
tor, worked for causes in Nicara-
gua and South Africa, as well as
the nuclear test ban. She gained
notoriety when she spray-painted
the message "Thou salt not kill"
in red on the Trident missies. She
has spent time in jail for such ac-
tions.
Crowe showed the filmstrip "The
Deadly Connection," which raised
questions about the connections
between nuclear weapons and their
effects on today's international
turmoil.
The filmstrip concerned such
points as U.S. global dominance
and the "grand area," including
Japan, England, and the Philip-
Chess Master Takes on
Trinity in Exhibition
Chessplayers of Trinity and the
surrounding community are hon-
ing their skills in preparation for a
clash with Samuel Reshevsky. The
International Grandmaster has
agreed to play up to sixty people
simultaneously on Sunday, March
9, in the Washington Room. The
event is being sponsored, in part,
by the Trinity Gaming Society.
Mr. Reshevsky, 74, has been at
the forefront pi American Chess
for over 60 years. During this pe-
riod, he has won the U.S. Cham-
pionships six times as well as
numerous international events.
Even with this long list of accom-
plishments, his most admirable
quality has been his longevity.
Modern chess is, for the most part,
dominated by those who demon-
strate maturity and experience
over the board, but more impor-
tantly they also are young and of
sound body. Mr. Reshevsky has
shown himself to be an anomaly —
tying for first place in Iceland in
1984.
A list is currently being con-
structed with the names of those
who will play Mr. Reshevsky. To
reserve a board against him, please
send a check or money order pay-
able to William Macualay before
March 4. This is a non-profit event.
Please bring a Regulation Tour-
nament chess set if you can. A lim-
ited number will be available at the
site.
Admission for Trinity students
and faculty is $8, for guests $10,
and $15 on March 9.
pines, which each contain one
hundred or more military bases.
The filmstrip showed how nu-
clear weapons have been used as
threatening influences twelve
times since World War II to lessen
powerful countries. A well-known
example was the Cuban Missile
Crisis, but there were also exam-
ples of the nuclear threat unknown
to the U.S. public, in Korea, Indo-
china, the Middle East, and the
Iranian crises.
The filmstrip also dealt with the
first U.S. strike policy which was
referred to as "mutual assured de-
struction". The proposed "Star
Wars" plan for the improbability
of its functional success.
The filmstrip raised the the ma-
jor question: "What is security in
the interests of the people?"
Crowe is convinced that the
"U.S. can be a better force of good
in the world" and can help coun-
tries such as Haiti and the Philip-
pines, which have recently
achieved their liberation. She de-
fines security as having "all the
basic necessities and providing
these necessities for future gener-
ations". She is convinced that
"disarmament is possible because
of advanced photographic equip-
ment to verify a freeze".
She seeks to "stop proliferation,
especially in cases of erratic lead-
ership" and sees the Star Wars
program as "crazy, because it
couldn't be a 100% effective".
Crowe believes that ridding the
world of nuclear arms is "within
the realm of possibility". She said,
"the Russians are eager for such a
movement in light of their eco-
nomic problems. It is not far-
fetched," She adds that, in order
for such an economic change to
take place, there "must be some
kind of conversion project for dis-
placed defense workers."
by Tory Clawson
World Outlook Co-editor
On Wednesday, February 26,
Randall Robinson, director of
Trans-Africa, delivered a lecture
on the sin of apartheid. Trans-Af-
rica, a non-profit organization, is
attempting to mobilize the United
States to pressure South Africa for
change.
Robinson presented a touching
and disturbing picture of the pres-
ent state of South Africa. He de-
scribed the scenes in South Africa
as identical to those in the U.S. He
said the people dress the same, lis-
ten to the same music — and the
billboards have the same adver-
tisements for IBM and General
Motors. This similarity ends ab-
ruptly in the squalid townships
where South Africa's blacks are
forced to live. Robinson cited di-
vestment as a necessary first step
in trying to eradicate apartheid.
He said that'we are "either a part
of a solution or a part of a problem.
In South Africa, we are part of a
problem."
Robinson continued, "It not only
looks like this country, it is. We
supply South Africa with what it
needs to continue what it
does...And when Nelson (Mandela)
sits in prison and thinks about
America, that's what he sees."
Robinson made a shocking, yet
realistic, comparison between the
situation South Africa and the one
in Lebanon. He said, "Every white
will tell you the days of apartheid
are numbered," but they are afraid
to end it peacefully because they
do not know what their future
would be like.
However, a peaceful solution is
their only chance for survival. Ro-
binson feels very strongly that if
the present solution is pushed to
the final barrier, tens of thousands
of people will be killed — blacks
and whites alike.
Robinson cited the rocky but
basically successful transition from
white to black rule in as something
that "gives us hope." There, white
president Ian Smith was pushed
until he was given no choice but to
step down, and Robert Mugake
took his place. Needless to say,
Zimbabwe is struggling a great
deal because, basically, by chang-
ing the rule, Mugake was building
a new nation. However, they are
succeeding,
The focus of the lecture was not
only on the state of things in South
Africa. Robinson also concen-
trated on the lack of knowledge
and apathy present in the U.S. The
atmosphere of the lecture was very
conducive to this subject, for only
17 students attended. The LSC au-
ditorium was, indeed, an empty
hall. Robinson was obviously aware
of the lack of interest, and he
opened his speech by saying,
"Trinity has distinguished itself by
producing the smallest audience I
have looked at."
Robinson was not shaken by this.
Instead, he used it as an illustra-
tion to show that "it is very impor-
tant to be strong and committed
when you are few...You do it when
you must, and it's lonely." He en-
couraged everyone present to con-
tinue working "apathy is a friend
of tyranny...Then people in gov-
ernment do what they want to do."
Despite his seemingly meek out-
look on the situation, he did say
there was a "strong ray of light".
Robinson continued, "the- anti-
apartheid movement is stronger
than it's ever been," and that we
should not worry because, thank-
fully. Trinity College does not rep-
resent the norm.
INSIDE:
Basketball and Hockey
in Playoffs
Hockey and Hoop's
Key To Success
"Fefu and Friends"
Reviewed
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar
Today:
Dr. Roy Davis of the Engineering
Department will discuss: "The
Rights of the Disabled — What are
they, Who's Responsible, and
What do they cost us?" It will take
place in the first floor Elton
Lounge at 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday:
Author Herbert Schandler will lec-
ture on "Vietnam: How We Got In
and Why We Could Not Get Out"
at 7:30 p.m. in the Boyer Audito-
rium of Life Sciences Center. The
lecture is open to the public, free
of charge.
Thursday:
The Women's Center and the fac-
ulty Grants Office continue their
Lunch Series with THE LINK BE-
TWEEN SEXISM AND
AGGRESSION IN THE FAM-
ILY; Sharon Herzburger, Associ-
ate Professor of Psychology.
Women's Center, 12:30 p.m. All
are welcome.
There will be an information meet-
ing on PRESHCO, Trinity's pro-
gram of Hispanic studies in
Cordoba, Spain, at 3:00 p.m. in the
language lounge, Seabury 42E. Ail
those interested in the program for
either semester of next year, or
for the entire year, should plan to
attend. If you cannot, please con-
tact Professor Andrian in Seabury
30C or at home. Completed appli-
cations are due by the end of this
month.
Dr. Hans Laufer, from the Univer-
sity of Connecticut's Department
of Molecular and Cell Biology, will
give a lecture entitled "Discovery
of a New Hormone Regulating De-
velopment in Crustacea" at 4:00
p.m. in 134 Life Sciences Center.
Refreshments will be served at
3:30 p.m. in the library of the Life
Sciences Center.
There will be an informal infor-
mation session on the new Theater
and Dance Curriculum and the La
Mama program in the Widencr
Gallery in the Austin Arts Center
from 5:30 to 7:00. Pizza will bn
served.
Have dinner with Tina Dow, direc-
tor of Residential Services, and
discuss the housing bttei-y, at 5:30
p.m. in the northwest room of the
dining hall.
Come to the first-ever Trinity Tal-
ent Show and see your friends Jig-
gle, Juggle, and Joke. It will be
held at 7:00 p.m. in the Cave. This
event is sponsored by South Cam-
pus RC/A's.
Friday:
The Elisa Monte Dance Company,
a modern dance group from New
York which has performed
throughout the United States and
Europe, will perform at 8:00 p.m.
in the Austin Arts Center. Phone
527-8062 for tickets.
Monday:
Michael Corke, headmaster of St.
Barnabas College in Johannes-
burg, South Africa, will lecture at
8:00 p.m. in the Austin Arts Cen-
ter. The lecture is open to the pub-
lic, free of charge.
For Your
Information:
Applications aro now being ai1-
ctipivil for part k-tpaliun m the
Trinity < 'nllefti'/ltnme Cmripus pro-
gram for t.he fall Semi-Mcr. l!J8fi.
In Addition to course offering:-: in
An. History, History ami LUJiari. -'I
ooursPK in Political Krirneu havf
bren uddc-il. Information anil ap-
plication materials art- available
from the sc-croTary in the- IDP of-
fi<:o a( 7ri Vcrrmn Strcrl. Please
iinplv iis oar!;/ as pnfr-ihlr-, I hi
•k-iidllno i? March SI. l P i
ASSISTANT TO THE
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
TRINITY COLLEGE
Members of the Classes of 1985 and 1986: In an effort to provide a Trinity
graduate with a full-time, two-year experience in admissions, the Office of
Admissions instituted the position of Assistant to the Director of Admis-
sions. .
Responsibilities:
1. Interviewing candidates for admission.
2. Conducting group Information sessions on campus.
3. Visiting high schools throughout the country (approximately 6-7 weeks
of travel concentrated during the months September-December).
4. Participating in college fairs, high school college programs and alumni
programs.
5. Reading and evaluating application folders of admission candidates.
6. Other administrative tasks, Including supervision of tourguldes, senior
Interviewers.
Qualifications & Requirements:
1. Must be a member of the Class of 1985 or 1986.
2. Must possess the following: energy, the capacity for hard work, the
ability to artlqulate the offerings of Trinity College to students and
parents, the capacity to make decisions, the ability to communicate orally
and through the written word, and a sense of humor.
3. Must complete: an application and submit a brief essay outlining the
skills, talents, and qualifications to be brought to our office. Applications
may be secured at the Admissions Office.
Benefits:
Salary: Competitive
Dates of appointment: July 1, 1986 — June 30, 1988
This position should be appealing to anyone who is considering a career in
higher education, secondary education or any other field that Involves
strong administrative skills. Candidates who are considering further study
In taw, medicine and business would amass a wide variety of skills that
would be helpful in future pursuits.
Application Deadline: April 1, 1986
TRINITY COLLEGE
An Equal Opportunity, Attirmatlv* Action Employer
The Medical Office offers classes
for students interested in learning
about birth control methods and
sexually transmitted diseases. It is
also an opportunity to learn breast
and testicular self-exam. Although
these informative ami informal
sessions are mandatory for first-
time birth control gyn appoint-
ments, it is open to all Trinity Col-
lege students. We encourage
couples and males to participate.
The groups are small and private
and appointments are available
most evenings and some after-
noons. Please call the Medical Of-
fice, 246-3932 or ext. 231 for an
appointment.
Physical edtif.ar.ion rflpistration for
the till quarter will ne held this
week urily in thoForris T.olihy from
9 a.m. until noon. -Ill) quarter
CISISPCS will hi-.gin on Wed. March
This Week At The Pub:
Tues. Cheap Beer Nite!
50* Labels
Wed. Import Nite
$1.00 Imports
Thurs. NBC Night
Fri. 2 Weeks Til
Spring Break
$1.00 Heinekens
Founded in 18!tU hy the hito pro-
fessor HsMirv l'Yri*uson of lh<' (.Jlass
of ISfiS. The Ferguson Prizes in
Government arc offered for the;
l,wo iit'st essays puiimittcd for any
undergraduate course, tutorial, or
seminar in ihi1 Department of I'ci-
litical Science during the academic,
year (including spring term 1983)
-n first pri/.r> of 1*400, and a. second
prizi! of J2,ri0. All essays must, ho
typewrit ten. They must be submit-
ted to [hi; Chairman of tho Depart-
ment: before April 15. ,
 :, ,.
Upcoming:
A lecture titled " the Tennessee
Valley Authority: An Historical
and Architectural Overview" will
be presented by William Jordy,
Goddard Professor oof Art Emer-
itus at Brown University, on Mon-
day, March 17, at 4:15 p.m. in AAC
3320. Dr. Jordy's lecture is cos-
ponsored by the American Studies
Program and the Fine Arts De-
partment.
Personals:
E.L. — Sabbat meeting Friday at
midnight in the old barn.
B.Y.O.D.B.
To The Sexy Men, Congrats on an
awesome season. We love you even
if you aren't big — or hairy. With
Love, The Girls
D.P.T. — Only two more Mondays-,
or probably only one if you sub-
tract the amount of time it takes
for you to get this, until airport
explosions
Wine and candles are nice, but
what about champagne to cele-
brate. I'm waiting.
Help
Wanted:
Some Hartford area post offices
are offering flexible schedule 'cas-
ual' temporary jobs for interested
college students. Offices willing to
hire students, working around
their class and study schedules, in-
clude the Hartfopd Main Post Of-
fice and General Mail Processing
Facility, the Bradley Airport Mail
Facility, Manchester, Farmington,
New Britain, Bloomfield and Bris-
tol (summer only) post offices. The
Hartford Post Office and General
Mail Facility provides an opportu-
nity for students on a 24-hour, 365
day a year basis. To qualify you
must be at least 18 years old, a
full-time student and be able to
pass an employment physical.
Some positions will require appli-
cants to pass a strength test and
others require a valid driver's li-
cense, and passing a postal driving
test. The catch? You must work a
minimum of four hours per day
that you're scheduled for, but may
work as many as you opt for. An
employee will earn $5.00 an hour
plus 10% differential for every
hour worked between 6:00 a.m.
and 6:00 p.m. Students interested
in exploring this opportunity — to
work on a temporary basis to fit
their school schedule — should
contact Helene Figueroa in the fi-
nancial aid office.
Board Certified Allergist looking for
MALES with spring hay fever symptoms
to participate in study to evaluate new
medication. MANAGEMENT of symp-
toms during sfudy and (^ENUMERATION.
Send name, address, and phone number
t ° : Pediatric Allergy Assoc.
P.O. Box 14569
Hartford, CT 06114-0S69
CLIP & SAVE
20% $
on your next equipment repair at:
STEREO SURGEONS
ELECTRONIC REPAIR LAB
1173 Main St.
$
FREE
Estimates
East Hartford
FREE
Home Pick Up
For Expert Service call: 5 2 8 - 8 8 3 7
Cinestudio:
Tonight:
Marie and The Return of the Se-
caucus
Wed.-Sat.:
White Nights
Summer or Fall 1986
Summer 1987
WASHINGTON
OR
LONDON
9NTERNSHIPS
SUMMER SESSION ONLY
at Wadham College
of the University of •
OXFORD
Accredited courses in government,
economics, journalism and pre-
law by an outstanding faculty.
Full Academic Year Programs at
the London School of Economics,
St. Andrews Universities, for
Qualified J uniors and Seniors.
All credits transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia
. (Founded in 1776)
Inquiries to:
Mrs. Janet Kollek, J.D. ,
Admissions Director
The Washington International
Studies Center
212-724-0804 or 0136
(EO/AA)
k. . .
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NEWSBRIEFS
Scholarships Awarded
to Trinity Students
Two Trinity College students
were awarded the Connecticut So-
ciety of Professional Engineers
Scholarship at the Seamen's Inne
at Mystic Seaport February 22.
Recipient Elizabeth Muik a
Biomedical Engineering student is
President of the Society of Women
Engineers chapter at Trinity. She
is also an officer in the Rainbow
Summer Theater and is a member
of the Trinity Jesters and the
Dance Club.
David Zendzian a President's
Fellow and an Engineering major
recieved the other scholarship. He
has won special honors in science,
social studies, and national his-
tory. His activities include mem-
bership in the Institute of
Electrical Engineers, the Trinity
Engineering and Computer Soci-
ety, football, and vveightlifting.
Schandler to Speak
on Vietnam War
On Wednesday, Herbert
Schandler, author of "The Unmak-
ing of a President: Lyndon John-
son and Vietnam," will lecture at
Trinity College. The title of his lec-
ture is "Vietnam: How We Got in
and Why We Could Not Get Out."
Mr. Schandler is a retired Army
colonel who is now an instructor at
The National Defense University
in Washington. A West Point
graduate, Schandler served tours
of duty as an infantry commander
in Korea and in Vietnam. In 1966
and 1967, he was pacification ad-
visor to General William West-
moreland before moving to the
Vietnam Desk of the Strategic
Plans and Policy Directorate in the
Pentagon. In 1968, he became As-
sistant for Southeast Asian Af-
fairs in the office of the Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Interna-
tional Security Affairs.
His study of Lyndon Johnson
was written as a doctorate disser-
tation for Harvard University and
was published in 1977.
• Mr. Schandler's lecture is at 7:30
p.m. in the Boyer Auditorium of
the Life Science Center.
Headmaster to Address
S. African Education
Michael Corke, headmaster and
chief executive of St. Barnabas
College, -Johannesburg, South Af-
rica, will lecture on "Education in
South Africa" on Monday, March
10, at 8 p.m. in the Goodwin The-
ater of the Austin Arts Center.
Corke, a fourth generation South
African, has said that segregated
education in South Africa is both a
derivative of the country's policy
Wolfe Questions the
Modernity of America
*-»**•«* "V David Rubinger
Managing Editor
"Is America Modern?" seems to
be an unnecessary question for a
country that is as powerful as the
United States, yet last Thursday,
Allan Wolfe saught to prove in his
lecture at the Boyer Auditorium
that America is not modern, and
American society has a "medieval
political consciousness," compared
to the rest of the world.
Dr. Wolfe is Professor of Sociol-
ogy at Queens College (New York)
and is recognized as one of the na-
tion's experts in the field of politi-
cal sociology. His writing often
appears in The New York Times,
Newsday, and The Nation. Trained
as a political scientist at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Dr. Wolfe
has since made the transition to
sociology and the study of Ameri-
can political sociology. He was the
guest of both the sociology and po-
litical science departments of Trin-
ity.
Wolfe's lecture centered on the
concept of America's obsession
with ideology. Unlike European
countries, America has sacrificed
modern political beliefs in order to
maintain a concrete religious and
and anti-Communist ideal. "Amer-
ica's obsession with technical mod-
ernity is driven by an ideology to
be better than others, and not to
advance itself."
The main themes of modernity
have been defined by the early so-
ciologists like Max Weber and Em-
ile Durkheim. One of these themes
is based on the "secularization hy-
pothesis" which states that a de-
cline in religion is replaced by
rational pursuit, similar to We-
ber's concept of the "demystifica-
tion of the world." This means that
as a society becomes more know-
ledgeable about the way the world
works, it relies less on religion and
more on realistic, scientific and
concrete concepts. "All modern
countries around the world have
reached this point, with one excep-
tion, the U.S."
Wolfe was recently the guest
Professor of American Studies at
the University of Copenhagen, in
Denmark,,. There, he said,, many
Danes expressed their surprise in
the high religious profile of the
American presidential candidates.
"In Denmark," he said, "any poli-
tician who used religion as a polit-
ical device would certainly be
laughed at."
He cited that all three of the
presidential candidates from the
1980 election considered them-
selves to be "born again" Chris-
tians, as if it were a requirement
to run for the post.
"In the United States, politics is
characterized by religious dia-
logue. It seems that the most pow-
erful mobilization of the American
people comes through religion.
Take, for example, Jerry Falwell
(of the Moral Majority) prides him-
self on the close ties he has with
President Reagan. Currently, Pat
Robertson is being hailed as the
'Jesse Jackson' of 1988, citing a
religious leader as a political sa-
viour."
Ironically, Wolfe believes the
most liberal, "Left" organizations
in the U.S. are not the labor unions
like in Europe, but the Catholic
church. "The Catholic church,"
Wolfe pointed out, "has issued
some of the most liberal stances
with "The Bishop's Letter on the
Economy" and "The Bishop's Let-
ter on Nuclear War."
Ideology, he says, has dominated
American political policy, as well:
"Ideological thinking is never con-
cerned with reality. We are able to
deny a problem on the basis that it
simply does not exist. Not since
George Kennan has anyone put
aside moralism in deciding foreign
policy...For now, President Re-
agan can't be considered a con-
servative, but a moralist, who
reflects perfectly the 'moral vir-
tue' of our country."
Wolfe concluded "as long as
Americans are the prisoners of the
ideology that the free market sys-
tem is good and Communism is
bad, then there will be no advances
on any social or political front."
"Americans are too convinced
that the rest of the world must
learn from us. For once, we should
try to learn from the rest of the
world."
of apartheid and a means of per-
petuating it. Under Corke's lead-
ership, St. Barnabas College was
among the first of the few deseg-
regated schools in South Africa.
This racially integrated, coeduca-
tional church school of the Angli-
can Diocese of Johannesburg has
300 students in grades seven
through 12.
He publicly promotes the princi-
ple of non-racial education in South
African education. In 1984, he es-
tablished the SBC Outreach Fund
to provide financial and other
forms of assistance to urban and
rural primary schools which lack
adequate facilities. Before becom-
ing headmaster of St. Barnabas
College in 3970, he taught at Pre-
toria Boys High School, Clifton
College, Bristol College in Bristol,
England and St. John's College in
Houghton, Johannesburg. He re-
ceived a bachelor of arts degree
with first class honors in geog-
raphy from the University of Wit-
watersrand, Johannesburg and a
teacher's diploma from the Johan-
nesburg College of Education in
1959.
Connor to Discuss
Ethnic Nationalism
Dr. Walter Walker Connor, John
R. Reitemeyer professor of politi-
cal science at Trinity College, will
speak on "Ethnic Nationalism: The
Quest for Understanding," today
at 4:30 p.m. in the Goodwin The»
ater of Austin Arts Center. The
event is his inaugural lecture as
Reitemeyer professor, a position
created by a $1.2 million bequest
from the late John Reitemeyer,
former president and piiblisher of
the Hartford Courant, who died in
A specialist in nationalism) Con-
nor came to Trinity in the fall of
1985. He has held distinguished
appointments at a number of U,S,
and foreign aniversities, including
the National University in Singa-
pore, SUN Y at Brockport, and Ox-
ford. His numerous publications
include"the books, "The National
Question hi Marxist-Leninist The-
ory and Strategy," and "Mexican
Americans in Comparative Per-
spective." .
.Connor is a graduate of the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts and
earned his doctorate, in interna-
tional relations from Georgetown
University. *
Photo by Meryl Levin
The beauty of the Mather Campus Center Basement has been marred
recently as construction workers fortify the wall.
Conn PIRG
Do you want to get involved in
the community? Help people? Feel
needed? Then volunteer just one
Sunday afternoon to help out at
St. Catherine's Neighborhood
Center in Hartford. Every other
Sunday, a group of five or six peo-
ple purchases, prepares, and
serves the food at the soup kitchen.
The Community Outreach Com-
mittee, led by by Bill Blank, is an
excellent tie between Trinity and
the city, and we need to keep the
bond strong.
Blank took over the project this
year and has been very successful
in recruiting enthusiastic volun-
teers. He has continued the idea of
getting organizations to help which
worked well first semester and last
year. Any organization can be-
come involved. RA's have started
to use St. Catherine's as a dorm
event, recruiting people from their
dorms. Another part of Trinity
that is becoming active is the fra-
ternities and sororities. So, if you
head a group that would like to
help the community, volunteer one
Sunday afternoon.
This year a separate fund was
set up for the committee, and
Blank draws on this for the Sev-
enth Dollar Blueberry Program.
The IFC donated $600 from last
fall's Frat to Frat to the group;
Reverend Tull gives to the collec-
tion sffojn QCeggsionaJ Sunday in
church. Aside from this greatly ap-
preciated support, Blank has ap-
plied for a grant from the Action
for Community Transformation
(ACT) Program. The response to
that proprosal should arrive soon.
All in all, the program seems to
be gaining ground steadily. Per-
haps, in another year or two, they
will be able to expand to other
neighborhood centers. However,
with the limited funds available
now — St. Catherine's is their main
focus. Any perspective organiza-
tions or individual volunteers are
encouraged to go down one Sun-
day with the group and see what
it is all about. Call Bill Blank at
524-0721 or write to Box 32.
Morals of Genetic Research Probed
by Richard L. Takacs
Senior Staff Writer
Today's medical technology and
genetic engineering experiments
have conjured up visions of mutant
human forms or elite superraces
taking over the world. This explod-
ing field, however, is far from that
and represents man's further at-
tempts to find the root of and solve
his medical ailments.
Lisa Newton, Rh.D., Professor
of Philosophy at Fairfield Univer-
sity spoke on "Genetic Engineer-
ing: New Moral Choices," at the
most recent Technology and Med-
icine lecture. The heart of the lec-
ture was centered around the
ethical implications of genetic en-
gineering and. its potential prob-
lems.
The notion of "scientists playing
god" was dispelled immediately by
Professor Newton, who quoted
from present and past sources
about fears and superstitions sur-
rounding this budding technology.
As far as the potential danger as-
pect of the issue, Professor New-
ton acknowledged that accidents
could possibly happen, allowing
bacterial or viral strains to escape
from labs. To date none have, and
strict safety control over the ex-
periments imply that accidents of
this nature will not occur. As for
the elite superraces being formed, •
Newton noted the impracticality of
as well as the impossibility of cre-
ating such a force because of the
limit of present technology.
In addressing real and existing
problems, Professor Newton
touched on the delicate issue of
rights and morals surrounding
prenatal diseases. The huge costs
as well as the emotional strain and
pain of terminal diseases led Pro-
fessor Newton to question how
long we will maintain a negative
view on abortion before it becomes
a viable optionGene implants and
forced gene expression could pos-
sibly become effective cures for
these diseases in the future.
In an economic sense, Professor
Newton felt making abortion an
option would also effectively lower
insurance rates. The issue of pre-
birth diagnosis on diseases that will
afflict later in ones life were also
discussed, and Newton questioned
who should have access to this in-
formation, and its possible effects
in the workplace.
Professor Newton felt that re-
search should continue as long as
it has feasible uses. Newton
summed up her views by stating
that society does not know where
it stands on abortion, right to life,
and living with and dealing with
lethal diseases. The present situa-
tion has put rights in conflict, and
although technology has created
this conflict, technology can also
solve this conflict.
Bloom Update
After a 29-
day hospital stay, Berke Breathed
has returned to his Alburquerque
home and is anxious to continue
the saga of Bloom County.
Berke was in much pain from a
compression fracture of the verta-
bra he suffered when his ultralight
plane crashed January 22. Five and
a half hours of surgery were re-
quired, and his hospital stay was
extended until February 20 be-
cause of difficulties with anticoag-
ulant medication.
Berke has received over 100 bou-
quets, 600 cards, and messages
from the likes of Barry Manilow,
Mario Cuomo, Ted Koppe!, and Di-
ane Sawyer.
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Religion in Schools
Everyone is familiar with the controversy surrounding the issue of
religion in the schools. It is an issue brought up frequently, but in the face
of other issues such as apartheid, President Reagan's budget and the
space shuttle crisis, it is often given a back seat. Besides, it seems rather
straightforward, with one side believing we must instill morals into our
children, and the other side believing it goes against the First Amendment
which states, "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." The conflict, how-
ever, involves much more than that. In Church Hill, Tennessee and Mobile,
Alabama great debates are oceuring regarding this issue which could
affect the future manner of education for the entire United States.
Parents in both of these school districts are complaining that the text
books used by their children go against their religious beliefs. They feel
their children are being exposed to Anti-Christian themes. Of course, most
of these parents are extreme fundamentalists. They take everything in
the Bible literally, and one of them, Michael Farris, believes "any thinking
person does." This is, indeed, an extreme statement, for even St. Thomas
Aquinas, one of the greatest religious thinkers, believed the Bible had to
be interpreted allegorically. However, despite the extremity of this view,
they have a right to believe what they will and to teach their children
what they want to. And, if they feel their children are being misguided,
they have a right to question the subject-matter being taught in schools.
Indeed, this is a much more complex problem than the issue of prayer
in school. When children are being taught things that are directly opposed
to what their parents themselves are teaching them, the parents should
be able to question it. In this manner, the issue is similar to sex education.
However, even in states where sex education is required, parents have
the right to remove their children from classes. In this situation, however,
that option does not exist because all children are required by law to
attend school up to the age of 16. And, although religious schools do exist,
almost al! of them charge some kind of tuition, even if it is small. Many
parents cannot afford this amount, and in any case, they should not be
obligated to pay it.
These parents also have an argument to show that the first amendment
defends their stand. They believe that the government has established
what they call, "secular humanism" as a national religion. Sociologist C.
Wright Mills introduced this term in an essay in 1952, in which he defined
it as, "the priceless value of the individual personality and the right of
each individual to be dealt with in accordance with rational and under-
standable laws, to which all power is also subject." Although this may
seem like an odd religion, it does fit the definition of religion offered by
theologian Ronald Cavanaugh, which says, "Religion is the varied, sym-
bolic expression of, and appropriate response to, that "which people delib-
erately affirm as being of unrestricted value for them."
The World In
Review
TORYCLAWSON. :
Thomas F. Parker, a lawyer representing the parents in this case, says
that the government is using a double standard. He says, "What we are
asking is that this strict neutrality concept be evenly applied. It's already
been equally applied to remove Judaism and Christianity from the schools.
We're asking that it be equally applied to remove humanism."
Of course, a major part of the debate remains to what extent the
fundamentalists are using this concept to secular humanism. Parker cites
ethe description of Thanksgiving in one of the textbooks as an example..
He says, "There is no mention of why [the Pilgrims] came to this country,
or who they were giving thanks to.... It's just censored out. It sends the
message that religion is irrelevant." Indeed, he does have a point.
Barbara Parker of People for the American Way believes they have
gone too far, however. She says, "Anything in the school curriculumn or
in society that is not God-centered is received by people who perpetuate
the hoax of secular humanism as an example of it." One passage they
were opposed to was found in a first-grade book which said, "Jim cooks
while the little girl cooks." " Those opposed to it say it "[Plants] in the
first-graders' minds that there are no God-given roles for the different
sexes." This is, indeed, a rather extreme stance, but again it is what they
believe, and it is difficult to deny them the right to question the authority
of the school to te.ach what they are against.
The situation in Tennessee will probably not amount to much. However,
the case in Mobile could have a major effect on education throughout the
nation. This is because Gov. George C. Wallace supports the plaintiff in
the case. He has had his advisor sign a legal stipulent which says the
governor "argues that humanism is a religion ...[and] the advancement of
humanism in public school textbooks would violate the First Amendment."
He wants new standards for the selection of textbooks in the state.
Therefore, only the State Board of Education is left to defend the old
standards, and even many of its members are giving in to the plaintiffs
side.
If the plaintiffs win, the entire education system in the U.S. will be
disrupted. William A. Bradford, a member of the opposition to the plain-
tiffs, says that if they win, "Every school board in the country is going to
be confronted with it. And it will wreak havoc and confusion until it is
reversed."
Obviously, it would be a horrible scene. Yet, little can be said to firmly
oppose this stance. People of the American Way can only argue that
"trying, to define 'secular humanism' is like trying to nail Jell-o to a tree."
However, the plaintiffs seems to have succeeded rather well in definition,
saying it is "teachings that are Anti-God, antifamily, and Anti-American."
They have cited its. doctrines as "evolution, socialism, and communism"
and they have pointed out many examples of them in the textbooks.
It looks as though this case is going to be very heated, and there will be
many suprises in it. The greatest surprise, however, will be the outcome.
Americans will just have to ride out the bumpy way and pray for the best.
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Economic Woes in Philippines
by Peter Schwartzman
World Outlook Staff
The relatively peaceful transi-
tion of power in the Philippines is
an occasion to praise U.S. foreign
policy. This triumph, however,
brings more attention to the eco-
, nomic plight in the Philippines. TKe
U:,S. inusi help to improve the eco
nomic conditions. In order for the
new government to stabilize the
country, and maintain its power
there has to be a vast improve-
ment in the economy. The cover of
the book has changed but not the
pages in between.
Conditions in the Philippines can
accurately be described as stag-
nant. Average income has seen a
15% drop over the last three years.
Unemployment is an outrageous
50% with 10 million people out of
work. It is conditions such as these
that sow the seeds of political dis-
satisfaction. If people are poor,
starving and unemployed they are
more likely to revolt.
The task, therefore, is to im-
prove the socio-economic condi-
tions in order to promote political
harmony. And there is nothing
more important to the U.S. than
stability in this region. A primary
stumbling block is the huge for-
eign, debt .which is more than $20
billion. A. plan to restructure the
financing could provide an impor-
tant short-term boost to the econ-
omy. This action would allow
capital to flow into the country in-
stead of out of it.
The Administration has ex-
pressed hope that President
Aquino will appoint a better group
of economic managers. She will
also have to eliminate corruption
within private business and the
government. Monopolies in the
areas of sugar and cocoa are re-
tarding the growth of the econ-
omy. The monopolies are also
causing political tension among the
people.
An economic environment must
be created that will foster eco-
nomic development. The environ-
ment must allow economic freedom
and entreprenuership. This idea is
crucial to the success of the Aquino
Government. The government,
with the help of the U.S., must
improve schools and industry. Suc-
cessful U.S. participation in the
development of the: Philippinei na-
tion would not only increase pro-
U.S. sentiment in this area, but
also in the third world in general.
The patience and political skill
that the U.S. demonstrated in ap-
proching the. Philippine transition
shows us that diplomacy can
achieve more than guns. It is also
more gratifying to claim a diplo-'
matic achievement rather than a
military one. The islands are an
important strategic area that
needs to be kept in U.S. hands. A
solution to the economic problems
could put the Philippino people
permanently on our side.
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Gorbachev Outlines His Future Plans
by Steve Brauer
World Outlook Staff
mmm
This past week, the Communist
Party convened its 27th Congress
in Moscow. Coming months after
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
took power, the Congress not only
offers Gorbachev a chance to set
an agenda for the future, but it
also gives the rest of the world a
chance to analyze what Gorbachev
has done so far with his power.
The most striking change has
come in the leadership structure
itself. The old guard of the 1970s
and early 1980s is now gone. In
their place, Gorbachev has set his
own men who are younger, better
educated, and more accessible than
their predecessors. And not only
has Gorbachev removed the old
guard from power, he has attacked
their policies as well. He charac-
terized the 1970s as an era of stag-
Tax Reform
Necessary for
Stability
by John Simkiss
In his 1984 State of the Union
Address, President Reagan in-
structed the Treasury Department
to review the federal tax system.
By November of that year, under
Lhu auspK'et) of its secretary, Don-
" i ! 8 B W ® » ^ « ^ P Depart
i l d
® y 
merit produced a report ent tled
"Tax Reform for Fairness, Sim-
plicity, and Economic Growth."
In his 1985 State of the Union
Address, the President proposed
five major goals of tax reform and
called for the preparation of an
administration proposal. The goals
are: l)Tax reform should not re-
sult in a general tax increase: 2)
the home mortgage interest de-
duction should not be endangered;
3) personal tax rates should be re-
duced by removing many prefer-
ences, with a top rate of no higher
than 35 percent; 4) corporate tax
rates should be reduced and capi-
tal formation should be encour-
aged; 5) individuals living at or
near the poverty line should be ex-
empt from income tax. Thus, on
May 29, 1985 President Reagan is-
sued The President's Tax Pro-
posals to the Congress for
Fairness, Growth, and Simplic-
ity.
Yet due to lack of interest in the
subject by the people, the press has
done little to publicize tax reform.
Furthermore, every politican
agrees reform is a great idea, but
few are willing to do anything
about it. In fact if it were not for
a rather clever political maneuver
by Representative Dan Rosten-
kowski, tax reform would probably
be dead. As a result most people
are not familiar with the recent
tax proposals which have arisen in
addition to the President's.
This push for tax reform is an
attempt to alleviate errors built
into the tax system during the
Depression and World War II.
Perhaps the only income tax which
would be truly "fair" would be a
flat tax. Yet tax reform must be
looked at in a political light as well
as in an economic light. Thus, the
flat tax is unlikely. Such popular
deductions such as the mortgage
interest and the charitable contri-
butions are politically difficult.
Furthermore, in an election year
in which Republicans will have to
fight hard to retain control of the
Senate, now is the time for reform,
lest this movement die a slow po-
litical death.
nation with a lack of progress. To
bring the Soviet Union out of its
present doldrums, he has called for
policy changes.
The Soviet economy is the main
area where Gorbachev will focus.
He hopes to revive the dragging
economy, pushing the growth rate
up 3.5-4.1 percent. The last 10
years have seen a rate of 2.6 per-
cent. A key factor will be an in-
crease in the average monthly per
capita income. Hopefully this will
lead to a sharp increase in indus-
trial labor productivity. The five
year plan also targets agricultural
production, housing construction,
and the development of energy re-
sources as areas which will be in-
creased.
In order to bring about these
changes, Gorbachev has outlined
some specifics. He advocates ex-
panding and modernizing old in-
dustrial plants rather than building
new ones. He wants to develop and
introduce into industry new tech-
nologies such as computers in or-
der to improve productivity ami
efficiency. He will also give plant
managers and workers more re-
sponsibility, lessening the govern-
ment's involvement in day-to-day
operations. And by linking wages
to the quality of goods, he is set-
ting incentives for efficiency and
quality.
Two economic problems he ad-
dressed were agriculture and
prices. He intends to give farmers
more control over their produce
and will make prices more flexible,
linking prices to demand. He criti-
cized those who say that such eco-
nomic innovations are a retreat
from socialism and called these
changes necessary.
In his keynote address which
opened congress last week, Gor-
bachev presented a sweeping ov-
erview of the state of the Soviet
Union. He criticized President Re-
agan's recent response on arms re-
duction as "Being swamped in
reservations." There is a lack of
"serious readiness" on the part of
the U.S. to get down to solving the
nuclear problem. Gorbachev also
presented a largely orthodox ideo-
logical image.of capitalism in the
throes of crisis, with the U.S. un-
der a leadership blind to the needs
of peaceful coexistent. He called
imperialism the "ugliest and most
dangerous monster of the 20th
century." He said the U.S.S.R. will
keep a course of peaceful coexist-
ence, and any confrontations will
come in peaceful competition and
peaceful contest.
Undoubtedly, Mikhail Gor-
bachev is in control. His wide-
spread visibility is a symbol of the
power the new generation has in
the country. The political changes
he made in his first year were far
greater than any his predecessors
ever attempted to make. He wants
to revive his stagnant nation. His
battlefield will be on the economic
front. This has held his attention
for his first year and undoubtedly
will remain his top priority. Gor-
bachev has presented sweeping
changes to bring about a recovery
— one that the country needs but
might not be ready for. Innovation
can be very difficult in a central-
ized economy. And Gorbachev has
provided very little detail of his
plans. But he is an ambitious, dri-
ven man, and he has the capability
to lead the U.S.S.R. into a new
era. Gorbachev has laid down his
foundation. Now he is setting the
wheels in motion as he tries to
bring the U.S.S.R. out of its stag-
nation.
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD
The Glamorous Life
Good news for senior women. You can all stop worrying
about job interviews and graduate school applications.
There is a much easier way to financial security, Pres-
ident Reagan assures us. Just get pregnant - don't marry
or identify the father and welfare will set you up for life.
"Under existing welfare rules," President Reagan said
last week, "a teen-age girl who becomes pregnant can
make herself eligible for welfare benefits that will set
her up in an apartment, provide medical care, and feed
and clothe her. She has to fulfill only one condition -
not marry or identify the father." Sounds neat. Ahhh, to
live the sweet life of a pregnant teen.
They sure have it easy, those teenage mothers. They
can just go their local welfare office and ask for a place
of their own. They'll get laughed at - but they can go.
In reality, only 1 out of every 3 of these sort of requests
get any kind of attention whatsoever. Adolescent Moms
live with their parents; It's Grandma that gets the welfare
boost.
The medical benefits make you want to run out and
get pregnant immediately, at least in some states, in
New York, for example, once the pregnancy is confirmed,
the mother-to-be can get a Medicaid allowance "in the
name of the unborn." Hard to believe - but all true.
As far as meals go, pregnant teens are probably not
likely to spend much time at The Brownstone, but close.
Poorly nourished, "high risk" pregnancy teens fit into
the Women-lnfants-Chlldren program. They get diet sup-
plements for as long as their pregnancy lasts. And who
could forget the increase in food stamps new baby brings
- a maximum of $57 a month. Certainly there will be
plenty left over there to "clothe" mom. (So far welfare
benefits have not included free clothing so this, must
be what Mr. Reagan meant.)
What a pretty picture.-It certainly makes you want to
quit studying for your Micro midterm. Getting pregnant
can't be as hard. It just makes you wonder why you
didn't think of it sooner. You could have been living the
glamorous life since the young age of 16.
If you're not sold on the idea yet, not to worry. Alice
Radosh of New York City's Adolescent Pregnancy and
Parenting Services says "Never do I hear 'I'm sitting
pretty on welfare.' Instead I hear 'This won't happen to
my daughter.'"
Welfare's glamour and attraction won't get her daugh-
ter pregnant. Poverty's unanswered pains will.
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ETTERS
Two Responses To Chris Davis' Misguided Article
To The Editors,
Upon Reading Chris Davis's
World Outlook article "U.S. out of
Middle East Conflict Conflict"
(25th February) I was shocked to
encounter its somewhat un-
founded factual basis as well as the
vernacular and unprofessional
style in which it was presented.
To begin with, the article's the-
sis states that "...United States
should stay out of the Arab-Israeli
dispute..." Yet the resultant mes-
sage presented at the end of the
article js not one of complete re-
moval from the conflict but one
sided: "....the [U.S.] Administra-
tion should wake up and get out of
Israel." Clearly, this rash state-
ment is not a balanced, well
thought out course of U.S. foreign
policy in the Middle East. In addi-
tion, Mr. Davis asserts that "Israel
whispers and the U.S. snaps to at-
tention." Congratulations to Mr.
Davis for diligently uncovering the
latest international Jewish con-
spiracy.
Yet even Mr. Davis' facts are
mistaken. U.S. support of Israel
has not driven the Arab nations
into the arms of the Soviets. Irag,
Iran, Jordan, Lebanon, Kuwait,
Quatar, the United Arab Emir-
ates, and Egypt amoung others are
most certainly not, and have not
been in the past forty years, Soviet
puppets. In fact, Egypt, even be-
fore the Camp David Accords, ex-
pelled all Soviet influence and
personnel from its territory.
As to U.S. military baes lost in
Morocco and Saudi Arabia, those
uncertain setbacks are minor when
compared to the advantages of
maintaining as alliance with Israel.
Examples of these advantages are
the Israeli intelligent relayed to the
U.S., the batle testing and im-
provement of American weaponry,
and the stategic position of Israel
itself, the one strong, stable De-
mocractic ally of the U.S. in the
Middle East. Furthermore, the
Camp David Accords, far from
,. being a "disaster", as put by Mr.
• Davis, have resulj^djifttie settling •
of the single greatest Arab-Israeli
conflict, that of Egyptian-Israeli
tension. One should not forget that
Egypt's hostility, the major source
behind all four Arab-Israeli wars
of 1948, 1956, and 1973, has now
been removed. The resultant ben-
eficial effect of the accords toward
peace is obviously tremendous.
Also disturbing is the fact that
an article fraught with such fac-
tual and stylistic problems as
aforementioned should (sic) be
printed in a legimate school news-
paper. One can only ask of the Tri-
pod, where is the review process?
Respectfully submitted, Ronald
. J. Silverman '88
To The Editors,
The State of Israel was created
in 1948 by the United Nations par-
tition of Palestine. By going
through these formal diplomatic
channels, Israel was immediately
established as a member of the in-
ternational family; and therefore,
the existence of the Jewish state
— as an independent political en-
itity — -is as legitimate as any
other. (Contrary to Mr. Davis)
Since that time, Israel has con-
tinually been harassed and threat-
ened by her Arab neighbors. They
have openly expressed their inten-
tion to drive the Israelis into the
Mediterranean Sea. In 1948, 1956,
1967, and 1973, the tensions
erupted into four separate, full-
scale wars. For a nation as small
as Israel, every one of these wars
means potential annhiliation. (Ir-
ael covers 7,993 sq. miles — about
the size of New Jersey.) The fact
that Israel survives in testament
to committment to resist at all
costs.
President Jimmy Carter under-
stood the animosity between Isra-
eli and Arab. But he also saw a
chance for peace in what became
the Camp David Summit (1978).
Carter brought together two will-
ing particpants, Anwar Sadat of
Egypt and Nenachem. Begin of Is-
rael, in the hope that peace could
be negotiated. The fact of the mat-
ter is that the Camp David Ac-
cords remains an historic success.
(A fact that escaped Mr. Davis.)
The'Peace Treaty of 1979 formal-
ized a new relationship between
the two nations, and reaffirmed
the intention of both parties to ad-
here to the framework for a
broader regional peace.
Unfortunately, Sadat was alien-
ated by the Arab world for his hon-
orable endeavors. Eventually, he
was assassinated by Muslim fun-
damentalist — akin to the Iranian
fanatics. These heinous acts were
efforts of Israel's intransigent ad-
versaries to sabotage a lasting
peace settlement. If there is any
blame to be laid for the conflicts of
the 1970's, it belongs solely on the
Arabs.
In 1981, Israel invaded Lebanon
and expelled the Palestinian threat
from its northern border. When Is-
rael withdrew, a vacuum of power
remained that developed into the
present anarchy. At one point, a
multinational peacekeeping force
— -including U.S. Marines, Ital-
ians, and French — -was sent in to
maintain order. No one expected it
to be easy: The Muslim world sees
all of the contributing forces as
enemies. When the U.S. Marine
compound in Beirut was bombed
in 1983, American involvement in
the Middle Bast.was called "to 'act
count. The specific question cen-
tered around the real role of U.S.
troops in the vague "peace-keep-
ing mission." (An important as-
pect not mentioned by Mr. Davis)
Perhaps if the Marines had been
allowed to conduct standard mili-
tary strategies, things would have
gone differently.
But there was never any dire
need for U.S. military involve-
ment. Neither Israel nor the U.S.
could have made a difference in
Lebanon. The Muslim activists
have proven that they are not in-
terested in peace with the West.
Although attention has been di-
rected out of the Arab — Israeli
conflict and into Lebanon, Israel
must still defend itself from at-
tacks by Arab neighbors. Israel has
no explicit goal of stopping the
spread of communism. Nor does it
plan to expel peaceful members of
its Arab community. The majority
of Israel, 85% is Jewish; Muslim,
12%; Christian, 2%; others 1%; yet
the state continues to provide sup-
port to the Muslim religious court,
and recognizes the need to sanc-
tion diverse cultural customs. If
there is a single nation in the Mid-
dle East —and there may be only
one —that is capable of maintain-
ing democracy within its own bor-
ders, an island of Western
tradition among barbarians; then
this nation is Israel. For this rea-
son, it is a matter of U.S. policy to
support Israel. And it likely that
this will be the case in the future.
Signed
Stephen L. Steinburg, '87
The Tripod welcomes letters from our readers.
Letters for publication should be typed, double
spaced, and must include the writer's name, although
. names can be withheld from publication upon request.
Letters for publication should be mailed to the
Tripod via Box 1310 or delivered to Jackson Basement
so that they are received by 5 p.m. on Friday.
Letters are subject to editing for style, length, and
taste.
EATURES
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Save the Lizard
by The Lizard (were you ex-
pecting the whale?)
Sometimes I think all my rantin'
and ravin' gets me nowhere. Does
anyone ever hear me? Is anything
ever done? Like if I say it's gross
when people use their hands at the
Saga salad bar, will anything
change? Or would somebody tell
Saga Bob to spend less on the
lookin' and more on the cookin'?
Isn't anyone curious about that de-
tour downstairs at Mather? I really
despise the person who rings the
hair-raising alarm in the library
each night. And how come there
are no good movies playing? What
especially bothers me is all the at-
tention the deaths of 7 astronauts
receive, when relatively little no-
tice was given to the Marines killed
in Beriut. If things like this are
getting under your skin, then
you've got the winter itch. Febru-
ary is traditionally a sticking point.
I mean it drags. Maybe all we need
is a good war to pull us out of this
depression.
See, there I go again. Another
logical deduction from this Rambo
culture I'm being nurtured in.
Look at little kids. They don't play
with Tonka Toys or Lincoln Logs.
They take stock in bang-bang
smash. Okay, so we had G.I. Joe
with the Kung Fu grip, but how
come bullets from the A-Team
Feature Focus
don't even draw blood? Youngs-
ters wouldn't find the truth very
pleasing to watch, that's why.
Heaven forbid if one lonely round
ever nicked the heroic body of
America's immortal Mr. T. At least
John Wayne died sometimes.
CHIP RHODES
But I also want a strong Amer-
ica. I get so pissed at them Muslim
wackos because all they under-
stand is force. Terrorism sucks, so
what choice do we have? I don't
find Communist lifestyles all that
glamorous, either.
There, now I can be accused of
being a liberal conservataive. Some
tell me it's all a part of evolution,
culminating in a no-win showdown
between the haves and the have-
nots (or the half wits). If you out
there think there is a solution,
please help me out in care of the
Tripod, because I've just about had
it with life. I'm one" lost lizard.
Things were so much easier back
at the swamp.
I've been contemplating an ap-
propriate epitaph for the political
gravestone of recently-departed
Philippino tyrant Ferdinand Mar-
cos. Something extolling his many
political and personal triumphs.
Politically, the file on Marcos is
well-known and well-documented.
But what about Ferdinand, the
man behind the image?
It would be nice if his epitaph
could reveal a shy, vulnerable
man. A man remembered by his
intimate friends as being person-
ally generous and an avid reader
of Erich Segal's tear-jerking nov-
els. Maybe even some adorable an-
ecdote about Ferdi's profound love
for his pet pooch Scruffy would
work. But, alas, although there is
certainly more to Marcos than the
news releases imply, he was nei-
ther a closet animal lover, nor was
he a shy boy in a ruthless dictator's
suit.
He was, however, known for his
love for a diverse and imaginative
sex life.
Marcos' insatiable appetite for
sleazy affairs became a matter of
public knowledge in 1970, when
one of his jilted mistresses, who
goes by the name of Dovie Os-
borne, released the transcripts of
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tapes made by the clandestine lov-
ers, while in the sack. Without de-
leting one grunt or moan, she
played the tapes at a press confer-
ence she held just prior to bolting
for Hong Kong in the wake of con-
troversy.
The contents of these tawdry
tapes, as well as a thorough docu-
mentation of Fred(as he was
known to his mistress) and Dovie's
affair, provided a writer named,
get this, Hermie Rotea with the
grist for a book, which is entitled
appropriately enough Marcos'
Lovey Dovie. Mr. Rotea's book
also includes reproductions of the
pictures that illustrate the acts
suggested by the released tapes.
According to a weekly Manila
newspaper controlled by the gov-
ernment, Dovie Osborne had been
a B-movie actress who had carnal
relations with, among others, the
late President John F. Kennedy,
his brother Ted, Canadian Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau, and the
late millionaire and recluse How-
ard Hughes. But, Mr. Rotea in-
forms us, this is a lie. She had only
one affair of any historical signifi-
cance and that was with our old
friend Fred Marcos.
Introduced by local movie pro-
ducer Potenciano Illusario, Fred
and Dovie were very much in
"love" by their third date. The
book offers as testimony to Fred's
selfless love this tid-bit: "He loved
her so much that one day while she
was having trouble with her kid-
ney, he personally went to a nearby
drugstore and bought some mede-
cine himself.'1 Now if that ain't
love of the highest order, I don't
know what is.
Naturally, since they were so
thoroughly in love, they sought
some manner of expressing this
love. They chose the medium of
sex, "His (Marcos') appetite for sex
knew no bounds," Mr. Rotea
writes. And, since their sex life
was purely an expression of their
love, any device or substance that
would enhance their sex, also
would enhance their love. Towards .
this end Marcos' brought dozens of
enhancements to bed; the brand
names of which are faithfully re-
corded in the book.
Still, Fred was not averse to
sharing his political anxieties with
his lover. On one of these occasion
in which his public and private lives
collided, he was recorded saying,
"Demonstrations and bombings.
I'm going to take a shower."
But, I'm sad to say, this story
book romance did not have a story
book ending. Fred's meddling wife
Imelda found out and threatened
desertion. Our wanton tyrant was
forced to give up the woman of his
dirty dreams.
One press conference and plane
ticket later, an assasin was en
route for Hong Kong in search of
the revenge-hungry Dovie Os-
borne. But he failed and Dovie es-
caped. To where, we do not know.
Well, Ferdi must have figured
that if you can't assasinate some-
one, you might as well publish pho-
tographs of him or her in spread-
eagled fashion in a newspaper.
Which he did.
At one point in Marcos' Lovey
Dovie, Rotea writes in regard to
Marcos' insatiable sexual appetite,
"After all, what else was he in
power for?" A good rhetorical
question to ponder, undoubtedly.
Well he is no longer in power,
but one hopes that that will not
mean his appetite will have to go
unsatiated.. And there you have it,
what I feefis a fitting tribute to a
truly remarkable man.
If the fickle finger of history
chooses to ignore Marcos' political
accomplishments, then let's hope
that the public's desire to see the
soft underbelly of public figures'
lives is sufficient to save Fred from
obscurity.
That would be a shame.
we know
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Elisa Monte Company Performs "Pigs and Fishes
by Ginny Thompson
Staff Writer
Elisa Monte, one of the hottest
young choreographers presently
working in New York, will be at
Trinity's Austin Arts Center for a
performance on March 7 at 8:00
PM. This company made its debut
in 1981 as part of New York's
Dance Umbrella. Since then, they
have performed all over the world
from the Kennedy Center in
Washington D.C. to the Academie
der Kunste in Berlin.
Miss Monte's dances are not
pretty. Of course they aren't
meant to be. Not everyone will love
these intense, challenging, high-
powered composers, but few will
not be impressed by them.
Elisa Monte is the Artistic Direc-
tor and Choreographer of the Elisa
Monte Dance Co. She has toured
the world with Pilobolus Dance
Theatre, the Lar Lubovitch Dance
Co., and the Martha Graham
Dance Co.
Her choreography is part Gra-
ham, in the deep contractions and
emphasis on flowwork: part Laura
Dean, in the trance-inducing repe-
titions; and part Pilobolus in the
gymnastic gimmicking of bodies
linked together in improbable po-
sitions. But although there are
clear relations to other styles,
Monte's work is confident in the
way only choreography that
springs from strong conviction can
be.
Many of the five member com-
pany can be characterized by
Monte's own impressive energy. In
an article by Maggie Lewis-ap-
pearing in the August 1982 issue
of the Christian Science Moniter,
the dancer was described as danc-
ing "as if her life depended on it.
She used her body to push the
swing of Jazz dance past its limits
to great swoops of the pelvis and
arms and chasm-bridging leaps
with the legs. Tiny compared with
the other members of the com-
pany, Monte covered more ground
than dancers twice her size usually
do."
"Life Time" is one of the pieces
which will be performed on March
7. With music by Anthony Davis,
and choreography described as
Eastern, this piece is high energy-
leveled and demanding. It is a style
that Monte has developed from her
early classical training and her
years spent as a soloist with the
Martha Graham Company.
Monte's liking for an Eastern fla-
vor to her pieces is similiar to her
dance predecessor, Isadora Dun-
can.
For Duncan, the Greeks were an
embodiment of pure, clean lines, of
celebration of natural movement.
For Miss Monte, the oriented sen-
sibility includes a langorous sex-
uality, a repetition of movement
phrases, a ritualistic set of move-
ments
Another piece entitled Tread-
ing, set to the music of Steve
Reich, is Monte's masterpiece to
date. It is an enormously sensual
coupling of bodies combined with
a daring use of stage space. Dur-
ing the first part of the dance, the
crouching Monte is hidden in the
black recesses of the stage as
David Brown strikes a series a
magical shapes, including deep
squats performed on half toe.
The two works, Treading and
Pigs and Fishes, could have been
about the dawn of the world, so
energetic are they. Both dances
emphasilze backbends, legs unfold-
ing as fluidly as flags whipping in
the wind. Pigs and Fishes pre-
sents an extreme of energy, with
six dancers swooping through
great cross-stage diagonals and
sweeping us along in the flood-like
momentum. By the end of the
work, you feel as if these five dan-
cers had worked their way to the
top of Everest.
Elisa Monte is a shooting star in
contemporary dance. In five years,
she has created a company with
fluidity that other dance compa-
nies lack. There are no poses-no
stiff movements of self-indulg-
ence. This is dance; pure, physical,
rhythmical and honest.
"Celebration!"; Trinity's Birthday Gift to City
by Mary Sabatini
Staff Writer
The second part of "Celebration!
A Nostalgic Glimpse of Hartford's
Musical Past" will be presented on
Sunday, March 9 in Goodwin The-
ater of Austin Arts Center. Enti-
tled Hartford Turns the Century,
the program focuses upon the time
period 1890-1920 and features
popular music, early musical the-
ater, and jazz. Performers include
the following: tenor Peter Harvey;
bass Gary Orow-Willard; pianist
Naomi A mos ; sopranos Marsha
Hogan and Barbara Pierce; the
Emery Smith Trio; and the Elm
City Vintage dancers. With such
an appealing musical content and
wealth of talent, the show is cer-
Margaret Avery Speaks
Margaret "Shug" Avery spoke
for an hour and a half before a
large crowd gathered in the Cave
about her life, her hardships, her
dreams, and her successes.
Throughout the speech, she told
students to "believe in your-
selves," and stay away from drugs.
"Whatever dreams you have,
whatever goals you have, believe
in them," Avery said. "You won't
find the answer in the bottom of a
• bottle, or in drugs. Don't throw
your lives away."
Born in Oklahoma, she grew up
in San Diego. She said that she
was a very lonely child because her
father left home when she was 13,
and her mother was an alcoholic.
She found comfort, though, by
being involved with activities at
school. She ran for school office
and also acted in many of the
school plays.
It was during her years in junior
high school, that she decided that
she wanted to become an actress.
Avery's mother was not in favor
of this career choice and instead
urged her to go into Something
more practical. So she became a
teacher.
It was during her first year
teaching that Dr. Martin Luther
King was assassinated. His "be-
lieve in yourself" preaching had
struck Avery hard and before the
next school year resumed, she
found herself standing in tears be-
fore the pricipal admitting "I want
to be an actress."
After a few years of good luck in
the acting industry, she found her-
self without any audtions nor an
agent. "I can't tell you how dev-
astated I felt. I had no work, I was
divorced, I had no feeling of self-
worth. I would sit staring into
space for three of four hours at a
time," she said.
So she got a job as a court re-
porter. She would practice typing
every day. It was then that she
asked herself "why don't I spend
three or four hours a day thinking
how to stay in the business as op-
posed to how to survive out of it?"
It was "positive thinking at a
time when things were low" that
got her where she is today, said
Avery.
"Get strength from yourself.
Never get it in drugs".she said and
then she did a dramatic reading of
George Kirby's poem "King Her-
oin." The poem portrayed Heroin
as a life-like demonic character.
Avery, the Academy Award
nominee for best supporting ac-
tress is Steven Speilberg's screen-
play of "The Color Purple," has
won fame for other prominent
movie roles. She won the NAACP
image award for her role as wife
of famous musician, Scott Joplin,
in his biography. She starred op-
posite Ben Vereen in the movie
"Louis Armstrong, Chicago
Style." .
The event was'sponsored by the
Trinity College Activities Council,
Mather Campus Center, St. El-
mo's Fraternity, and Panhellenic
Council. (Caitlin Dean assisted in
reporting this article.)
tain to be a fine one.
Much of the credit for the con-
cert should go to Marsha Hogan, a
voice teacher at Trinity, who for-
mulated the original concept. Mar-
sha Hogan explained that the
program evolved into a rather lav-
ish production as a result of her
desire to teach others about the
wonderful resources of the Wat-
kinson Library and the 350th An-
niversary of Hartford. She stated
that Naomi did a "tremen-
dous amount of work" organizing
and producing and added that
Margaret Sax, associate curator of
the Watkinson Library, was ex-
tremely helpful and enthusiastic.
Without doubt, this was a large
undertaking that involved many
people, including director Arthur
Feinsod, sets manager Eugene
Warner, John Willey, the technical
crew, costumes, and students.
Marsha Hogan was pleased with
the first show,From Church Pew
to Parlor Settee, which evoked a
nice response and was viewed with
fond nostalgia. She remarked that
the project, which required re-
searching and selecting music, was
<V%*:
interestng and educational.
This concert, of course, illus-
trates a more specific time frame
[from 1890 until World War I], as.
it coincides with the exhibition In
Meeting House, Parlor, and Con-
cert Hall: Three Centuries of
Music in Hartford. The value of
the Watkinson Library cannot be
emphasized enough. Originally
housed in the Wadsworth Athe-
neum in Hartford, the library was
moved to Trinity in the 1950s and
has grown extensively over the
years. Its interesting to note that
a huge jazz collection was donated
by Edward. Abbe Niles, a 1916
graduate of Trinity who collabo-
rated with W.C. Handy, "the
father of blues".
Indeed, Hartford has a rich mu-
sicial heritage, as it was a cultural
center and growing industrial base
situated between mainstream cit-
ies such as Boston and New York.
George C. Cohan had important
ties to Hartford. The city also con-
tained active ethnic communities
such as Blacks, Irish, and Italians,
whose segregation allowed their
individual cultures and amuse-
ments to develop.
Marsha Hogan, who has taught
voice for twenty years, embraces
the philosophy that students should
practice singing not only classical
music but also musicial theater
pieces. In history, its fascinating
to discover how music was a sig-
nificant part of women's education
and how voice was used. Due to
the big concert halls, the emphasis
was placed on building big voices.
The operatic training of voices
originated in Germany and Italy in
the late nineteenth century. Fur-
thermore, the traditional reason
for singing in America was the
glorification of God. As time
passed, the emergence of popular
music enabled one to sing for fun
without becoming a concert singer.
This rejoicing has been wonder-
fully recreated in "Celebration! A
Nostalgic Glimpse of Hartford's
Musical Past". We should all learn
to appreciate our country's rich
musical heritage, especially be-
cause of the resources available on
Trinity's campus. Don't miss out
on a special treat and attend Hart-
ford Turns the Century!.
if1*-***.&>*
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Trinity Drama Performs "Fefu and Her Friends"
by Jennifer Edmondson
Arts Editor
The Department of Theatre and
Dance presented Maria Irene
Fornes' Fefu and Her Friends,
under the direction of Lenora
Champagne, Trinity's Artist-in-
Residence.
The three part production was
unique in that part two was set in
various areas of Austin Arts Cen-
ter, with guides Gail Belanger, Me-
lanie Brown, Beverly Harrison,
Kate Reavey is Paula in "Fefu and her Friends". Photo by Meryl Levin
and Michelle Monti leading the au-
dience to the various scenes: Fe-
fu's kitchen, lawn, sitting room,
and a bedroom. The guides were
well synchronized, facilitating
movement, and the plot, during the
partitioned second act.
The story is set in 1935 New
England, at the house of Fefu. The
plot seems to be a basic extension
of the play's title, and yet holds
much more within its scenes. The
characters are the key to unlock-
ing the many messages that
Fornes presents, although, due to
the subtlety of many of the char-
acters, to yawn would' be to miss
at least some of the play's best
concepts.
The characters of Fefu and
Emma stand out the most, with
Sally Porterfield more than doing
the character of Fefu justice. Ms.
Porterfield was a brilliant combi-
nation of spontaneity and repres-
sion as Fefu. Phoebe McBride, who
played Emma, was, as always,
flambouyant and resillient in her
performance, providing a neces-
sary and refreshing foil for the
more trouble-laden mannerly
young ladies who occupy Fefu's
home. In addition, Rebecca Win-
terer can be commended on her
realistic and special portrayal of
Christina, even despite illness prior
to her closing performance.
Basha Zymslowski's set design,
especially the main set, was well-
done, with color and props seem-
ing authentic. The placement of the
props on the main stage posed a
problem in character placement,
making it difficult for the audience
to see, for example, Julia in her
wheelchair. The direct parallel
placement of the furniture made
the set appear to be almost flat,
thus bringing' about the problem of
where to move the players. Still,
the cast pulled off movement and
without much of a hitch.
Steven Brennan's lighting de-
sign enhanced especially the sec-
ond act's bedroom scene, as well
as complimenting the end of the
Ptiolo by Meryl Levin
Sally Porterfield and Phoebe Cates share an insightful moment in
"Fefu and her Friends", at Austin this past weekend
first act, accentuating the charac-
ter of somber, slightly seductive
Cecilia-, played by Mei-wa Cheng.
Costumes, by Martha J. Banks,
are worthy of mention, for the cos-
tumes seemed to characterize the
personalities of their wearers. Em-
ma's sparkling gilded robe, Fefu's
sporty white, Christina's pale, re-
served cornflower blue; they all
presented the deep but evident
personalities of Fefu's "friends!*.
Cecilia's black seemed to seduce
with her expert movement, while
Sue's(Jessica Cushman's) paste!
green presented her "forever to
serve tea" personality within its
shallow sensibility. Paula's(Kate
Reavey's) peach seemed to ex-
press her indecisiveness and pri-
vate personality. Julia's(Elise
Risher's) multicolored prints
seemed to represent her fluctua-
tion between reality and fantasy,
while Cindy's(Lisa Ann Trocki's)
darkish, muted pink depicted the
classic style of a girl of her age and
era.
The direction must be com-
mended overajl, because, with such
a complex set up as a rnuJtiset act,
organization was crucial. Things
seemed to flow, thanks to a com-
pitent staff and Crew. All in all,
Fefu and Her Friends was well-
done, presenting themes that, even
in their ambiguity, were very
worth catching.
"Major" Changes in Dance Department of Trinity
by Vordo
Staff Writer
In the past few years the Trinity
and Dance Department has gone
through several changes which has
led to the generation of an increas-
ingly diverse and innovative fac-
ulty and curriculm. The full tim
faculty, Professors Dworin and
Feinsod, and artists-in kresidence
McAdams, Martynuk and Cham-
pagne are willing to explore the
innovative as well as the tradi-
tional which can be seen by their
collaboration of the new Theater
and Dance curriculum.
This new curriculum, both for
majors and nonmajors, insures that
the student will be able to find that
elusive balance between breadth
and depth. To complete the major,
the student will take twelve
courses including two introductory
courses in the particular concen-
tration, be it Theater or Dance.
Each major is required to take El-
ementary Production Tech-
niques, which involves practical
work on current Trinity stage pro-
ductions, two cross-disciplinary
courses such as Topics in Theater
and Dance or the courses associ-
ated with the La Mama program,
and the Senior Seminar, Century
of Collaborations and Innova-
• tions. In addition, each major has
to take three courses in history,
theory and literature, three
courses in process and perfor-
mance, and two courses from the
other concentration; a theater ma-
jor will thus take at least two dance
courses. Also the student will have
to take at least two cognate
courses outside of the major which
will be determined by the student
and his or her advisor.
This curriculum has been ex-
panded to include more diverse
topics. For example, the cross-dis-
ciplinary courses Topics in The-
ater and Dance, and Topics for
Theater and Dance II, offer se-
perate sections on Writing for
Theater and Dance, Asian Dance/
Drama, Women in Performance,
Advanced Improvisation, and Di-
recting and Choreographing.
There is now an advanced acting
class which includes seperate sec-
tions in Advanced Scene Study,
Performance Art, and Acting
styles. Another facet of the
breadth of study can be seen in the
209 and 309 courses which are half
credit courses taught in conjunc-
tion with visitng artists and /or
Trinity stage productions; the topic
sections are: modern dacne, ballet,
jazz dance, African dance, voice
and speech for actors, movement
for actors, stage combat, scene
construction, lighting production,
sound production, make-up design,
costume design for theater and
dance, stage management, dra-
maturgy, and other topics. All of
the above classes will be taught in
any semester due to interest and a
predetermined rotation of classes.
Also there are several other new
courses such as'Greek Theater
and Drama, the Plays of William
Shakespeare, and Contemporary
Dance History I and II.
Now for the best part. The prize
of this new Theater and Dance
Curriculum is the artistic and in-
tellectual possibilities associated
with the La Mama program in New
York. La Mama is a small off-
Broadway, but very influential,
theater in the Lower East Side of
New York City. There are two
courses that will be taught at this
performance space, the first being
a two credit Performance Work-
shop, and the other being The
Cutting Edge. In the Perfor-
mance Workshop, the student will
take voice lessons by a local
teacher, plus at least one other dis-
ciplinary lesson such as in dance or
drama, and meet back in this sem-
inar to expand upon these lessons
The Cutting Edge is a survey
course on the important work
being done in dance, theater and
performance art in New York City.
Artists and works will be exam-
ined in the historical tradition and
in relation to other factions within
in group environment. This class is
an exciting opportunity for those
interested in performance as the
opportunity to expand those psy-
cho-physical skills so needed for
any type of performance is great.
the arts. The class time will be split
between lecture and by going to
see the artists and their perfor-
mances.
The last part of the La Mama
program is an internship for one
or two credits. The possibilities are
endless and ultimately end up with
the student, as there will be offer-
ings among some of the most im-
portant and influential theater and
dance companies and organiza-
tions.
UPCOMING CULTURAL EVENTS
Westport Playhouse
Announces
Internships
The Wes^Qi&Playhouse has an-
nounced that there are 15 nonsa-
laried apprenticeship positions in
all areas for the 1986 summer sea-
son. The apprentices will be ro-
tated among all of the. areas of the
theatre so that each has at, least
one week in each area. The pro-
gram is' offered from June 2
through October 16. Applicants
must be 17 years or older and ap-
plications will be accepted up to
July 15.- Three internships are
being offered in electrics/lighting,
scenic design and business man-
agement that will lead to small sti-
pends. To apply for either
program, submit a resume with a
cover letter by June 10. At least
two recommendations are re-
quired, and aft in-person interview
is desirable. Mail,all correspond-
ence to: Westport Country Play-
house, Apprentice/Intern program,
P.O. Box 629, Westport, CT 06881.
Long Wharf to Present
Glass Menagerie
The' Long Wharf Theater' an-
nounces its1 presentation of Ten-
nesee William's Glass Menagerie,
The drama, which runs from Feb-,
ruary 23 through April IS, fea-
tures cast members Treat
Williams, who portrayed Stanley
Kowalski in the ABC production A
Streetcar Named Desire, and
Joanne Woodward, the Academy
Award winner, from All About
Eve. Reservations may be made by
calling the Long Wharf Box Office
at 787-4282. Major credit cards are
accepted. .
Wadsworth Exhibits
French Weaving Style
March 9
• An, international exhibition of
French. weavings, • embroideries,
printed textiles, and lace will be on
exhibit at the Wadsworth Athe-
neum from March 9 to May 2S.The
exhibition is being- funded by the
National Endowment for the Arts,
United Technologies Corporation,
and the Women's Committee of the
Wadsworth Atheneum. The idea
for the exhibition was-conceived
. by Martianne Carlano, Curator of
Costume and Textiles at the Ath-
eneum and organizer,of the show,
and Jacqueline Jacques, Chief Cu-
rator of the Musee de l'lmpresskm
sur Etoffes/ Musee de Papier
Peint, Mulhouse, France. For more
information, call the Atheneum at
278-2670.
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Trinity College
1986 Spring
Programming
M-F MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY
Wake-Up
Jazz
6 a.m. - 9 a.m.
Guy
Fulford
Peter
Rochester
Glenn
Sherman
Bart
Bozzi
Rick
Eberle
Morning
Rock
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Mark
Wlodarkiewicz
Roberto
Sifuentes
Kasia
Daly
AMPLITUDE
8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Manuel Lagoa, Director
Claudia Rios
Rui De Silva
Paul
Powers
Sam
Gollis
Specialty
Programming
12 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Art Attack
Bob Duguay
Out to Lunch
Larry D.
Bass Line
Arash Nikoukari
Gospel
Harold Horton
Reggae
Philip Ailing
POLKA PARTY
12 p.m. -3 p.m.
John Jeski
JeffBanas
CLASSICAL
12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
John Simkiss
Afternoon
Jazz
3 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Melissa
Winter
Lascelles
Horrabin
Jeremy
Crowe
John
Stratakis
Phil
Morris
Que Pasa?
Radial
6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Elba
Perizo
Clarence
bisk
Pedro Espinoza
&
Ricardo Morago
Alfredo Medina
&
Frederico Amadeo
Cornier Alicea
&
Luis Alberto
SATURDAY
ROCK
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Anne Maroon
5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Rita
Scuris
CAROSELLO
MUSICALE
ITALIANO
4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Tony Magno
Carlo
Magno
Alien Rock. .
7 p.m. - 1 0 p:m.
•,. Reynolds.
Ohaerclorik ' '• Zalkan iHiams
Thought
Power
10 p.m, - 2 a.m.
Van
Johnson
Shanita
Knight
Enrique
Marcano
Maurice
Robertson
Jason
Williams
Charles
Henry
Kevin
Coleman
Thought
Power
2 - 6 a,m.
Dwight
Bell
Charles
Hudson
Ed
Martin
Carol
Black
Wayne
Morgan
Doug
Williams
Alexander
Hampton
The Winter Insanity Ball
Friday March 7
9 pm to 1 am
Washington Room
D J . Andy Taylor ««
Tickets $1.00
with Trinity ID or $3.00.
Call 522-9229
For More Information
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Hoop Wins Opener
continued from page 12
played good defense we'd win.
Also, this was by far our best game
using the full-court press."
"I thought we played a solid
game," remarked a morose W.P.I,
coach Ken Kaufman, "but Trinity
played very well. They ran the
court well, and they certainly shot
well."
All too true, coach.
Around the rim: Last Tuesday,
the Bantams exacted some re-
venge against Wesleyan, which de-
feated Trin twice this year, by
beating the Cards 78-58 in the sea-
son-cappper...The Bantams will
continue their quest for a third
straight ECAC title when they
play Eastern Connecticut Wednes-
day at 8pm in a semifinal game at
Ferris.
Whalers Update
by Sean Dougherty
Staff Writer
The Whalers broke a 10-game
losing streak by winning back to
back games against Vancouver, on
February 18th, and the Buffalo
Sabres, the next night. What
looked like the end of the Whalers'
slump turned out to be just a gasp
of breath before going down for
the third time.
After the two wins the Whalers
traveled to Montreal to extend
their lifetime record at the Forum
to 0-18-5. Then they traveled home
to the Civic Center on February
23rd to get blown out by the St.
Louis Blues 8-2. The losing goalie
was former Blue, Mike Luit. The1
winner was Greg1 Millen, who the
Whalers traded for Liut during the
'84-'85 season.
On Wednesday the Whalers
poured shots on the Minnesota
North Stars' goaltender, Don
ftjBeaunre., but were only able to
scowftne goal, losing 5-1.
Saturday night in Pittsburgh the
Whalers turned in another miser-
able performance. Goalie Roberto
Romano played well for the Pen-
guins, but not well enough to war-
rant only one goal scored. The
Whalers lost the game 5-1.
The injuries to Kevin Dineen and
Ron Francis, as well as defense-
men Scott Kleinendorst and Risto
Siltanen, can help account for the
Whalers' slump but the players
that are left, including Liut, Dave .
Babych, Ray Ferraro, Wayne Ba-
bych, Joel Quenville, and Sylvain
Turgeon should be able to win
games against the likes of Detroit
and New Jersey.
During the losing streak the
Whalers fell back from third place,
being passed by the Boston Bruins
and the former basement-dwelling
Sabres. The Sabres snapped out of
a below-average season by replac-
ing their coach.
As the Whale approaches the end
of the season it has fallen from
being one of the top six teams to
one of the bottom seven. General
Manager Emile Francis has as-
sembled one the most talented
Whaler teams ever, but for all the
talent they have they the lack
character of a winner.
Trip Manley (19) and Vern Meyer (7) celebrate a goal against St. John's. Trin won 7-1. Photo bv Mark Bridges
Ski Team Concludes Season
by Peter Morris
WEDNESDAY HOCKEY PLAYOFFS
WRTC — 89.3 (FM) 7:30 p .m.
The Trinity ski team just ended
its 1985-86 ski season during the
first weekend of open period. The
team has been in existence since
the mid fifties and continues its
tradition of pride and excellence
through the eighties.
In the fall, the skiers go through
a session of grueling dry-land
training and come back early dur-
ing Christmas Break to start train-
ing on snow. The season consists
of 10 races over five weekends at
different mountains, including
Berkshire East, Waterville Valley,
Cannon Mountain, Loon Moun-
tain, and Tenney Mountain. The
racers run two slaloms on Satur-
day and two giant slaloms on Sun-
day of each weekend.
The Trinity team skis in the Os-
borne Division of the Northeastern
Intercollegiate Ski Racing Associ-
ation which is in Division II and
includes the University of Massa-
chusetts, Brown, Amherst, Boston
College, UConn, Central Connect-
icut, and Plymouth State College.
All of these teams come together
for each race.
Trinity just missed making the
regionals at its last race at Berk-
shire East by failing to beat UConn
but proved to be a competitive
force in Division II racing. Coach
Steve Berlack felt that the team
had a particularly strong season.
The team's suceess can be attrib-
uted to E.G. Woods, a freshman
who qualified for the Junior Olym-
pics, Gates Garrity, a senior who
put in some amazing giant slalom
finishes, Peter Weiss, a highly
skilled sophomore, and captain
Max Smith. Other members of the
team are Peter Morris, co-Captain
Jeff Moffet, Mark Fury, Mike
Turbo, and Amy Loiacono, the
team's only woman skier.
Due to insufficient funding, the
ski team is obliged to sponsor some '
fundraising events, such as its raf-
fle, a dance (coming up after
Spring Break) and the selling of
"VUARNET" sunglasses, which
are still available from ski team
members for 50 dollars.
The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
College View Athlete
Of The Week TONIGHT IS$3 PITCHER
NIGHT AT
THE "VIEW
The College Vn-w AthleLi* of ihi: Week is
Vernon Meyi-r. The K-nior I'ro-ii Northpoft,
New York sqofod u Iwt trick and notched an
assist as wcjl to Itvui in<* lioi-kiy ieam fo a
7-1 win over >t. .ln'-.n's in (.lie EC.VC.Divi->
sion III South .-.c-n.iiinal ijla:>oll' pame on
Saturday. Mi'vc's four p-iini ciforf'gave
him a career (ot-il <>!' 13,3 i»">ii;ii-, * cona cm
,lhs all-time Trinity SP'HIII/- IUIM-T George
Rrickley ('79) iu '"'\c sill iiino lemli-.r with 195
points.
RESULTS
Hockey — 5, A.l.C. — 4.
Hockey — 7, SI, Johns — 1.*
Men's Basketball — 78, Wesleyan — 58,
Men's Basketball — 82, W.P . I . — m. *
•Denotes ECAC playoff game.
Men's Basketball — Eastern Conn. Home :
''Vgt6o!}fr(n. • - " ' •* •>' •' , ' • , '"
Men's Hockey ' -- Playoff T e a m T.». A,
'Home (at Wesleyan} 7*.35 p .m. •-
; (WBTC — 89.3 FM)
SATURDAY ' " ' " ' _ • '
Men's Basketball (if they advance) —: ,
T.B.A, Home 8;0G'p.m. ,
Hockey (if they advance) •*> T.ftlA. Home
; («u Wesleyan) 7s30 p.m.. (WRTC — 69.3)
Indoor Track— ECAC Championshipsj
 Away. - '
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PORTS
Formula For Success
It may be winter, but it's starting to heat up around Trinity as the
men's basketball and hockey teams push towards the championships of
their respective sports.
While the basketball team will be seeking its third straight ECAC New
England crown, the hockey team is hoping to snap Southeastern Massa-
chusetts' three-year hold on the Division III championship. One team faces
the task of maintaining its dynasty, while the other is hoping to topple
one. Both teams won their opening round playoff games this past Satur-
day so they are well on their way. The hockey and basketball teams had
splendid regular seasons, but their success should come as no surprise;
both are well-balanced and talented.
Stan Ogrodnick's job was made a little easier as all of his starters from
last year's 19-6 championship basketball team returned this season.
Ogrodnick's boys outrebounded the opposition by about seven and out-
scored them by 11 on average.
The kingpin on the club is scoring leader Ken Abere. The senior from
Montville, New Jersey averaged 20.5 points per game and broke the
Trinity record for career points when he blew past Jim Belfiore's ('66) and
Jim Bates's'(84) 1369 mark earlier in the season. His record now sits at
1766 and counting, as playoff figures are included in career stats. Abere
is not just a one-dimensional player though. He chipped in 35 steals,
second on the team, and averaged almost seven rebounds per game from
his small forward position as well.
Although Abere is the scoring leader, he is not the only reason for
Trinity's success, The Bantams did not amass a 19-4 record by virtue of
Abere's efforts alone. Quite the contrary. Trinity's strength rests in the
fact that it can beat a team with many weapons and Abere is bat one ot'
them.
"If a team tries to stop Abere, they Won't necessarily stop our team,"
noted Ogrodnick after his team trouoneed W.P.I. 82-65 in the playoff
opener,
, Point guard Mike Donovan ran the offense to perfection, dishing out
assists at a rate of 10 per game. Donovan, a junior from N. Reading,
Mass, also led the team in steals, with 45, and added 10 points per game.
In his second season, Jon Moorhouse emerged as a force both off the
boards and on offense. The 6'9" center from Chester, Connecticut blocked
37 shots and averaged 13.4 points and 9.2 rebounds per game. Moorhouse
dominated most of his Division III opponents and served as the ice to
Abere's fire on the Trin frontline.
Bill Pfohl, the quiet and unassuming power forward, also contributed
with a sound job on defense and off the boards, where he averaged 5.6
per game. ' • ' . . . . „ . : • :;.;.• •
ECAC Playoffs Begin
Meyer's Hat Trick Keys Win
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
John Dunham's icemen finished up the regular season with an impres-
sive 15-1 Division III mark and a, 19-5 overall reposd. Their formula for ;
success is actually quite simple:-balanced scoring and the best'backcheck-
ing forwards and stingiest goalie in tne'.divisionl . , • ' . ' • • • '
Last year, the Ban,tams finished at itf-8, bat they lacked the, balanced
scoring that this year's edition has, This season, Trinity has six players in
double figures in goal scpring as opposed to the three it had last year. The
presence of Reed Whitmore, a junior from Anchorage, Alaska, has helped. !
immeasurably. Whitmore, who last played for Trinity two seasons ago, ,
returned to score IB goals and 39 points, removing some of the scoring1 .
burden from captain Vernon Meyer. There aremany on the team, includ-,.
- ing the coach, who believe that Trinity just might have WOE the ehampi- \;
onship last year had Whitmore played for Trui .As it was, Trin lost to '
Southeastern Massachusetts University, 8«2.- , , . " ' . " ' ' '
. Kevin Robinson, a soph from Willmiiigton, MaBS, put his blazing speed
to work thisseasbn and collected 2O.reguIar season goals and SO points,
Robinson found a linemate in Rob Loeber, a fellow soph with equally, fast
speed, and great puckhandling ability. Loeber's and Robinson's: offensive
' skills more than make up for their occasional defensive lapses and non- -
physical styles as they are threats anytime they step on the ice. Loeher, a
native of Cranston, Rhode Island, popped home 11 goals and 30 points on
the year. ' ' ' . . .
Trip Manley was the freshman surprise of the team. The Summit, New
Jersey native stepped right in to center the first line and fared quite well,
scoring 10 times and assisting on 24 occasions. His 34 points ranked him
third on the team in scoring behind Whitmore and Meyer. • •
Speaking of Meyer, the "Waterbug" is the undisputed leader of this
team, its very heart and soul. Meyer burst into a prominent role on the
team in his freshman year and he hasn't stopped hustling yet. The senior
from Northport, New York led the team with 23-25-48 regular season
scoring and proved his mettle by adding a hat trick in the playoff game
against St. John's on,Saturday.
Meyer set the work ethic for an entire team, one that averaged 6.S
goals per game. Meyer and Company made those goals stand np by
backchecking tenaciously, allowing only three goals per1 game, Frank
Newark, Peter Worthing, and Tom Sheehy were defensive stallwarts at
forward while the defense was spearheaded by junior goalie Art Fitz-
Gerald, who went 13-1 with a 2.12 goals-against in Division HI play.
FitzGerald is the ultimate competitor; he wants nothing more-than to win
and if that means berating a teammate who's loafing or slashing an
opponent,, so be it. Some call him cocky, arrogant, and even obnoxious,
but that's all sticks and stones to this goalie. Winning is all that matters
and he and his teammates have done a lot of that this season.
So there you have it, the secrets to the hoop and hockey teams' success
this season. It's been a successful! winter thus far, but the fun is just
beginning. It's playoff time, and one dynasty is waiting to continue, while
another just may fall. Stay tuned. ,
It's one down and two to go for
the Trinity hockey team.
The Bantams trounced the visit-
ing St. John's Redmen on Satur-
day afternoon 7-1 before a packed
house at Kingswood-Oxford Rink
in the ECAC South Conference
semi-final playoff game. The vic-
tory propels the Bantams into the
South's championship game on
Wednesday evening, when Trinity
will take on the winner of the Conn
College-Iona game. Should the
Bantams win that game as well,
they would then play for the over-
all Division III Championship on
Saturday against the surviving
team from the North Conference,
which will probably be represented
by undefeated Southeastern Mas-
sachusetts University.
As the number one seed in the
South, the Bantams earned a bye
in the opening round of the play-
offs which were held last Wednes-
day. Iona rocked Amherst 8-3,
while St. John's upset Quinnipiac
6-1, setting up the confrontation
between the Redmen and the Ban-
tams on Saturday.
Captain Vernon Meyer paced the
Bantams' attack, scoring a hat
trick and adding an assist as Trin-
ity completely outskated the Red-
men in a one-sided affair. With his
four points, Meyer took over sole
possession of the second place spot
on the all-time Trinity scoring list
with 155 career points. Bob Plumb
had held the number two slot with
152 points before the St. John's
blowout.
"The kids played well," noted
Bantam coach John Dunham after
the game. "It was important for
us to get a lead on them right away
to take their game away from
them. Otherwise, their fine goalie
might have gotten hot and given
them a boost. We only led them 1-
0 after one, but I wasn't concerned
because I knew that it was just a
matter of time before we out-
skated them."
Indeed it was. St. John's is a poor
skating team that relies upon its
goalie, Todd Jusas, to keep them
in games until they can capitalize
on an opponent's mistake. The
Redmen played their usual "rope-
a-dope" style against the Ban-
tams, but the mistakes just didn't
come. Trinity outshot the Redmen
52-16 and the score could have
been worse were it not for Jusas.
Meyer got the game's opening
tally at 11:11 of the first period,
beating Jusas with a wrister to the
right of the crease. Jusas kept the
Redmen alive by turning away 20
shots in the first period, while his
teammates could muster only five
shots on Trinity netminder Art
FitzGerald.
Reed Whitmore scored his 16th
of the year just :56 into the middle
stanza as he converted on Meyer's
feed to the slot. Jay Williamson,
the freshman winger, slapped his
14th past Jusas at the 5:44 mark
and the route was on.
"Williamson really blew the
game open for us with that 55-foot
slap shot," said Dunham, who has
moved the winger to a line with
Kevin Robinson and Rob Loeber.
That line change was made in
the third period of the A.I.C. game
and it will undoubtedly stick
through the rest of the playoffs.
Williamson had been playing with
Frank Newark and Bill Kenney,
but he'll now sub in for Pete Wor-
thing, who moves to a line with
Matt Keator and Tom Sheehy.
Rich Stetson takes Williamson's
old spot on the Newark line. The
line of. Trip Manley, Meyer, and
Whitmore remains intact. Al-
though the shakeup takes some of
the offense away from the Newark
line and really concentrates all of
the Bantams' scoring punch on two
lines, Williamson's presence is cer-
tainly appreciated by his new line-
mates.
"Adding Jay to the line with
Kevin and myself really makes us .
an all-speed line, one that's tough
to defense," said Loeber after the
win. "For a number two line, we're
pretty dangerous."
Meyer scored his 25th of the year
and second of the game at 12:08
off a two-on-one with defenseman
Rob McCool. McCool picked up a
loose puck at his own blue line and,
with the Redmen pinned deep in
the Trinity zone, skated up the left
wing with a rink of open ice ahead
of him. Meyer filled the lane and
received McCool's pass to the right
of Jusas and tucked it under his
glove for a 4-0 lead.
"I couldn't believe I was on a
two-on-one," noted McCool. "And
there was no way I was going to
shoot either, not with Vern over
there."
Matt Keator backhanded a pow-
erplay goal past Jusas to close out
the scoring in the period.
Meyer collected the hat trick by
banging in a rebound of Whit-
more's shot at 3:49 of the third,
his 26th of the season, to make it
6-0.
FitzGerald lost a chance to tie
the career shutout mark of four,
held by Frank Brainerd (1906-
1910), when Gerard DeMarco's
weak wrister from the blue line
caromed off his glove into the net.
Trinity answered back with an-
other goal when Keator scored his
seventh of the year on a slapper
from eight feet out to make for a
7-1 final.
Keator has come on of late, scor-
ing two goals in each of his last
two games. Keator is more com-
fortable at center than at right
wing and he seems to be clicking
well with iinemates Tom Sheehy
and Worthing, two good defensive
players.
"I'm playing with more confind-
ence right now," explained the
sophomore from Pomfret, Con-
necticut. "I had been getting the
opportunities but. they just
wouldn't go in for me. Now I've
gotten four goals in my last two
games. Playing with Sheehy helps
because he's good in the corners
and creates opportunities for me
in front of the net.''
The Redmen let some of their
frustrations loose in the third pe-
riod, a penalty-filled 20 minutes
that saw the visitors' Paolo Baldan
receive a game misconduct penalty
for some rough play and excessive
arguing late in the contest.
Although Trinity must get by
its next playoff opponent, the pla/-"'
ers are anxious to get another shot
at S.M.U., which defeated Trinity
3-2 in last year's ECAC Division
III championship game.
Ice Shavings: Trinity concluded
its regular season by edging A.I.C.
5-4 on Wednesday, as Keator and
Mike Solomita each scored
twice. Whitmore added the fifth
goal...Trinity (16-1 in Division III,
20-5 overall) has now won eight
games in a row and 14 out of its
last 15 games...Dan Ward did not
dress for the St. John's
game...Wednesday's playoff game
will be played at Wesleyan Univer-
sity's arena, as Kingswood-Ox-
ford's rink is converted into tennis
courts for the high school's tennis
season...Wednesday's game can be
heard on WRTC-89.3 FM at
7:30pm, with Marc Esterman, Bob
Parzych, and Vinny Laurentino
behind the mikes as usual.
Basketball Blows Out W.P.I.
by Gabe Harris
Senior Staff Writer
Whoever decided that good de-
fense and hard work wins basket-
ball games should have been in
Ferris Athletic 'Center on;Satur-
day night. And -whoever decided
that a little fast-breaking and
showmanship makes games fun
should have been there too, be-
cause he would have seen all of
those things and more in Trinity's
82-65 romp over Worcester Poly-
technic Institute in the first round
of the ECAC Division III New
England tournament.
There was Bill Pfoh! (seven
points, 13 rebounds), not missing
a shot from the floor and grabbing
every rebound in sight. There was
Ken Abere, scoring a team-high 18
points on eight of 10 shooting.
There was Jon Moorhouse, turning
in another sparkling, performance
(14 points, 11 rebounds, two
blocks). There was Tom Fitz-
Gerald,, continually busting the
W.P.I, zone for a season-high 16
points. There was Don Green and
Ted Lyon, the two freshman sen-
sations, who combined for 16
points to spark the Bantams off
the bench. And ultimately, there
was Mike Donovan (six points, nine
assists), who kept the game's
tempo fast and continually set up
good shots for his teammates.
"We didn't expect to blow them
out like this," said Trinity coach
Stan Ogrodnick, "because they
gave us a dogfight the first time
around." Ogrodnick was referring
to a 77-70 win over the Engineers
on January 28, but that game was
sandwiched between showdowns
against Tufts and Clark, and the
team was not nearly as well pre-
pared.
"Last year we didn't know much
about Western Connecticut (Trini-
ty's first-round opponent last year,
who lost to the Bantams by just
one point). We had nothing to be
cocky about tonight," said Dono-
van.
If the Bantams didn't come out
cocky, they certainly were confi-
dent, shooting a blistering 71%
from the floor in the first half.
With the score tied at seven with
16:06 remaining in the half, Trin-
ity went to its full court press. It
produced a plethora of W.P.I, mis-
takes and Bantam buckets. Ten
minutes and two W.P.I, timeouts
later, Trinity had completed a 22-
4 run which put them on top 29-11
and essentially iced the game. They
led 36-21 at the half and never let
W.P.I, get closer than 13 the rest
of the game. At one point the lead
ballooned to 24, and when W.P.I,
closed to within 71-58 with 4:32
remaining, Trinity ran off 10-
straight. Add to that the fact that
W.P.I, shot 31% in the first half
and 37% for the game, and you've
got a certified blowout.
"Last time we played them the
game was slow-paced," said Don-
ovan. "We really wanted to run
tonight. I thought if we ran and
continued on page 11
